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SERIES EXPANSIONS OF RAYS IN ISOTROPIC, NON-HOMOGENEOUS MEDIA*

By SAUL GORN (Aberdeen Proving Ground)

The interest in air-to-air radio propagation and its possible use for high-accuracy

distance measuring make it useful to have available recursive formulae for the coefficients

of the power series expansions of rays. The following note has been extracted from a

government report (see Gorn, [6]) with this purpose in mind.

It will be convenient to use a combination of vector and matrix notations. Thus a

ray will be given by its position vector: x = (x, (t), x2(t), xa{t)). This is a row vector and

a 1 X 3 matrix; the corresponding column vector will be indicated by xr. Thus the

dot product of two vectors is simply yz — yzT, while yrz is a 3 X 3 matrix. The unit

3X3 matrix, with ones down the main diagonal, and zeroes elsewhere, will be repre-

sented by I. y2 will mean y-y = yyr.

It will also be convenient to use the normalized time parameter

u = ct. (1)

Here c is the speed of light in a vacuum. Differentiation will be with respect to u, so

that, for example, x'T will mean the column vector (a 3 X 1 matrix) whose components

are dxjdu,i = 1, 2, 3. Since the index of refraction, n(x1 , x2 , x3), is defined as c divided

by the speed of light in the medium, it follows that along a ray x we have

x'2 = n\ (2)

It is at this point that the isotropic property of the medium is used.

Of the various standard forms for the differential equations of rays, which can be

found in Herzberger [1], Synge [3], and Luneberg [4], we will therefore use

{7i(x'2r,/2x'}' = (x'2)1/2Vn, (3)

where Vn means, of course, the gradient of n:

_ (dn_ dn_ dn \

n Vdx,' dx2' dx3J'

Equation (3) is usually simplified by immediate use of equation (2), but new forms

of these equations which have direct geometric interpretations can be most readily

derived by postponing such use.

First note that from the chain rule for differentiation

n' = x'- Vn. (4)

Also, differentiating (2) yields

x'-x" = —n~3n' = -?i"3(x'-Vn). (5)

If, then, we perform directly the differentiation of the fraction indicated in the

left hand side of (3), and then clear (3) of fractions, a use of (2) and (4), a transposition

and a multiplication by n yield

n~3Vn — n_1(x'-Vn)x' = x" — n2(x'-x")x'. (6)
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If in (6) we transpose all matrices, we get

{/ - nW)x"T = {/ - n2x'V}(n"3Vn)r. (7)

On the other hand we could use (5) either on the left or on the right of (6), transpose

a term and then transpose all matrices to obtain the following two forms:

x"T = {I - 2/i2x'V|(/r3Vn)r,

(8)
(n-3 Vn)7 = {/ - 2nW)x"r.

It is not difficult to show, as is done in Gorn (6), that I — 2n2x'Tx' is the symmetry

operator through the plane perpendicular to x', while 7 — n\'Tx' is the projection

operator on to that plane. Equations (8) therefore mean that x" and n~3 Vn are sym-

metric images through the plane perpendicular to x', while equation (7) states that

they have the same projection on to that plane. The three component equations of

(7) must, consequently, be dependent, since many vectors have the same projection

as n~3 Vn; (7) contains incomplete information about x" and needs, say, (2) as an

adjunct. Either set of (8), on the other hand, contains complete information.

At this point we can make use of the standard differential geometry of space curves

(see e.g. Franklin [5], p. 107 on) with its concepts of curvature k, torsion r, the natural

coordinate vectors, namely the unit tangent T, the unit normal N, and the unit bi-

normal B, and finally the Frenet-Serret formulae expressing the derivatives of the

natural coordinate vectors as linear combinations of T, N, and B. Once we find the

curvature and torsion along rays we will be able to differentiate any vector field defined

along them by using the Frenet-Serret formulae. In particular, repeated differentiation

of x by this means will yield power series expansions of rays. These expansions correspond

to the one well-known in differential geometry for space curves.

If s is the arc length measured along a ray, then s' = ri~x. Furthermore, the transpose

of the first form of (8) is

x" = —2n~'(x'-Vn)x' + n~3Vn. (9)

From these and the curvature formula, one readily derives the well-known formulae

for the curvature of a ray:

k = | x' X Vn | = — n'1 | Vn | sin i, (10)

where i(/ is the angle between x' and Vn.

The standard forms for T, N, and B, with the help of equations (5) and (9) become

T - nx'

N = -nf'(x'-V»)x' + (n/c)_IVn (11)

B = k~1x' X Vn.

-To find a formula for the torsion of a ray, one differentiates (9), and uses the rules

or simplifying a determinant to obtain the scalar triple product

(x'x"x'") = n\x' Vn [Vn]').

Since

[Vn]' = x' V2n, (12)
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where

v" - (drk)- m
a symmetric matrix, the standard torsion formula yields

r = k~2(x' Vn [Vn]') = k'\x' Vn x' V2n). (14)

Alternative forms for k and r can be given in terms of the matrix

Y =

0
dn dn

dx3 dx2

dn dn_

dx3 dXi

dn dn

dx2 dxx

which is skew symmetric: YT — — F, and has the further properties that

Y2 = (Vri)T Vn - (Vn)2I,

wY = w X Vn

for any row vector w, and has the characteristic polynomial \{X — (Vn)2}2.

k2 = —x'Y2x'T,

k2t = -x'Y(V2n)x'T.

The knowledge of k and r permits us to express the Frenet-Serret formulae for rays

T' = tfT'N

N' = — <cn-1T -\-rn~1 B (15)

B' = — m_1N

We now have all the apparatus needed to obtain recursion formulae for the expres-

sion of the m'th derivative of any vector y if one knows the coefficients in y = a0T +

60N + c0B or y = d0x' + e0 Vn + /o(x' X Vn); let us begin with the first form.

If we have

y<m' = b. T + bm N + cmB, (16)

then differentiation and application of Frenet's formulae (15) yield

y""+1) = {a'm - Knlb„ IT + {b'm + <n'1am - + \c'm + rnlbm} B.

Therefore:

dm+l bm f

bm+1 = b'm + Kn'1am — rn\m , (17)

cm+1 = c'm + rn'1bm
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As an example, the first equation of (11) now reads

a, = n_1,

for y = x, b, = 0, (18)

c, = 0.

Applying (17) therefore yields

a2 = —n'n-2,

for y = x, b2 = <cn~2, (19)

c2 = 0.

This checks with equation (9) in view of (4) and the second equation of (11).

Similarly, eliminating x' from the first two equations of (11) and solving for Vn

yields

a„ = nn',

for y = Vn, b0 = tik, (20)

Co — 0.

Here again, then, we can apply recursion formulae (17) to give

a, = [nn']' — k,

for y = Vn, bx = [tik]' + k n', (21)

C! = KT.

This formula for [Vn]' = x' V2n can be given an alternative form, for total deriva-

tives of n and k can always be reduced to expressions involving partial derivatives of

n and k with respect to the x, and total derivatives in x. For example, a, is the T com-

ponent of [Vn]' = x' V2n, hence at = x' V2n-T = nx' V2nx'r.

For the alternative form of 6, , we need such an expression for k', which, in turn,

needs one for n". From the Lagrange identity and formula (10),

k = | x' X Vn |2 = n~2(Vn)2 - n'\ (22)

From this and the alternative expression for a, it is easy to show that

n" = x' V2n x'r + n"'(Vn)2 - 2n'n'\ (23)

Finally, from (23), (12), and a differentiation of (22), we find

k' = —2 n"V« - nW V2n x'r) + n'\'\Vn V2n x'r). (24)

Thus (21) may also be written as follows:

= n(x' V2n x'r),

for y — Vn, 6, = —nn'ic~\x' V2n x'r) + n"\"'(Vn V.»x'r), (21ay

C, = KT.
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This form for [Vn]' permits us to return to the computation of x'" from (19) and

(17). Naturally the same result could be obtained by using (23) and (24). In either

case a computation yields

a3 = -n~3\2k2 - 3n'2 + n(x' V2tii'r)|,

for y = x, 63 = — n~3{5n'K + K~lnn'(x' V2n x'T) — n~lK~\Vn V2nx'T)\, (25)

c3 = ii~3kt.

Further application of (17) to y = x is complicated by the fact that higher order

derivatives of n are involved beyond n", i.e. beyond those in Vn and V2n; they are

probably best handled by introducing multiple index symbols, such as are used in

tensor calculus. At this point the matrix notation stops being convenient. So much for

the recursion formulae of type (16). Now let us consider those of type

y(m) = dmx' + e„Vn + fm(x' X Vn). (26)

To avoid confusion let us designate the dt , ey , and fi when y = Vn by p, , g, , r, ;

if we apply (11) to (21a) we obtain

[Vn]' = + ql Vn + r,(x' X Vn),

where

p, = <c_2{(Vn)2(x' V2nx'T) - n'(Vn V2nxfT)},

(27)
qi — k 2{—n'{x' V2nx'T) + n 2(Vn V2nx'T)},

rl = r.

Differentiating (26) and using (9) with (27) yields

dm+1 = d'm - 2n'1n'dm + p,e„ + n'rj„ ,

em+1 = e'm + n~3dm + q,em - n~2rjm , (28)

fm+1 = f'm + rtem + {?i — 2n~ln'}fm .

As examples, if y = x in (26) and m — 1, then obviously d1 = 1, e1 = 0, fi = 0;

hence, from (28), d2 = — 2n~V, e2 = n~3, f2 = 0, which is the same as (9). Another

application of (28) with m = 2 yields

d3 = — 2(n~'n')' + 4n2n'2 + n~3p, ,

for y = x, e3 = (n-3)' - 2n'ln' + rT3q, , (29)

fs = n3rx .

Again, if y = Vn, then d0 = 0, e0 = 1, fn = 0, hence dj = pi, ex = qx , as in (27).

To obtain power series expansions of the rays

X = x0 + XqM + x Xq'u2 + • • • 4 ; x'0m)um + • • • , (30)
Z 7711

one can either apply (16) to y = x at u — 0 (the first four terms come from (18), (19),

and (25) if one desires to use T, N, and B as coordinate vectors), or one can apply (26)

and use the recursion formulae (28), as just indicated.
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ON SUPERSONIC FLOW PAST AN OSCILLATING WEDGE*

By MILTON D. VAN DYKE (Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, Moffett Field, Calif.)

1. Introduction. In order to study the limitations of the linearized theory of oscillat-

ing airfoils, Carrier1 has analyzed supersonic flow past a thick wedge which oscillates

slightly about its apex. Considerably greater insight into the nonlinear effects of thick-

ness is gained by generalizing the analysis to include other locations of the pivot.

2. Analysis. Consider a wedge fixed in a supersonic stream at a Mach number above

that at which the shock wave detaches from the apex. If now the wedge executes slight

oscillations, the shock will remain attached, and the flow field can be found by super-

posing a linearized acoustic field upon the nonlinear steady flow. For harmonic oscil-

lations of frequency a2c, Carrier has shown 1,2 that the velocity components and pressure

downstream of the shock are given by

u = Ui + a2(<px + E„), v = a2(<p, - E,), (1)

V = p2[l — y(<p, + M<pz)}, (2)

where

v = e««-*«/#■> £ CQsh v6 + sinh vo)J,(kr)} (3)

E = e,Ctj^y)t (4)

and the deflection of the shock wave from its steady position is

i = a - p1/p2ry'«('-x""/'") e djxm- (5)

Here, U2 , a2 , M, p2 and p2 are the flow speed, sound speed, Mach number, pressure

and density downstream of the shock in steady flow (and pi the density upstream),

7 is the adiabatic exponent, t the time multiplied by a2,132 — M2 — 1, k = c//32, tanh 6 —

fiy/x, r2 = x2 — p2y2 and £2 = 1 + X2 — M2. The coordinate system and X are defined

in Fig. 1.
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